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Abstract
Chemical looping combustion (CLC) is a promising solution for the next coal-fired power generation technology
with inherent CO2 separation capability. One of the critical aspects for the development of the CLC process is to
develop suitable oxygen carrier (OC) particles to transfer oxygen to the fuel in the absence of air. Relevant
studies have focused on active material screening, thermodynamic analysis and operational tests. This
investigation was conducted on the microstructural property of OCs, to be specific, the particle porosity effect on
the performance of iron-based OCs. Fe2O3, supported on Al2O3 was used as the oxygen carrier. The effect of
water content of the spray slurry used to produce the OC was varied to determine the influence of OC porosity
on reactivity, oxygen transfer capacity and mechanical durability. A preliminary test was done to establish the
minimum and maximum water percentage needed to make slurry. A process that included freeze granulation
(FG), freeze drying, and calcination was used to prepare four samples of iron oxide/alumina with various
water-to-solid phase ratios. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to characterize the porosity of FG
Fe2O3/Al2O3 particles. A direct relationship was observed. A Shimpo FGE-10X force gauge was used to measure
the crushing strength of selected samples. A thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) coupled with a mass
spectrometer (MS) was used to study the change in reaction rates through multiple reduction-oxidation cycles of
the samples. Crystallinity of the OCs in reduced and oxidized forms were confirmed by XRD analysis.
Keywords: chemical looping combustion (CLC), oxygen carrier, porosity
1. Introduction
Chemical looping combustion (CLC) is a promising solution being investigated as one of next generation clean
coal technologies for greenhouse gas emission control (Anon, 2004; Brandvoll & Bolland, 2004; Hossain & de
Lasa, 2008; Ishida & Jin, 1997). CLC’s potential is two-fold in that it can provide a high-purity,
sequestration-ready stream of CO2 and theoretically provide a substantial improvement in thermal conversion
efficiency for fossil-fuel utilization with CO2 capture. CLC uses a solid oxygen carrier (OC), usually a metal
oxide to transfer the oxygen from the air (Air Reactor) to the fuel in a reducing reactor (Fuel Reactor) without
the direct contact between the fuel and air. The oxygen-depleted OC is recycled by using steam or flue gas in the
loop-seal to the Air Reactor where the carrier is oxidized to its original state. In CLC, air does not directly meet
the fuel, and so the product stream from the Fuel Reactor is not diluted with the nitrogen in air resulting in a
nearly pure CO2 stream after the condensation of H2O. This high concentration CO2 stream is ready for
subsequent sequestration without any additional purification (Freund, 1998).
One of the key tasks for CLC technology development is the development of a suitable oxygen carrier (OC)
which transfers oxygen to the fuel from the air reactor to fuel reactor. OCs are different from catalysts since they
are involved in fuel oxidation reactionswhich result in its reduction and then needs to be re-oxidized in another
reactor. The ideal OC should possess properties such as high reactivity with respect to fuel oxidation and air
regeneration for higher overall plan productivity, high oxygen transfer capacity per kilogram mass to minimize
the size of reactors, high resistance to particle collision and attrition for longer OC utilization life, low material
cost for lower cost of produced energy and low agglomeration tendency. In order to improve performance of
OCs, lots of effort has been spent on screening various active materials, including Ni (Hoteit, Chandel, &
Delebarre, 2009; Shen, Wu, Gao, & Xiao, 2010; Svoboda, Siewiorek, Baxter, Rogut, & Puncochar, 2007; Wolf,
Anheden, & Yan, 2005), Fe (Cormos, 2010; He, Wang, & Dai, 2007; Kierzkowska et al., 2010; Kim, Lee, Fan, &
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Figure 1. An illlustration of cchemical loopinng combustion
n concept
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2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
Commercially available metal oxide powders, Fe2O3 and Al2O3 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
received to prepare oxygen carriers by freeze granulation. Polyvinyl alcohol (Sigma-Aldrich, M.W. 67,000) was
used as the binder to adjust the viscosity of slurries used for freeze granulation and to help form spherical
particles. DISPEX A40 (V) (Ciba, Switzerland) was used as a dispersant in the slurries. Deionized water (18 mΩ)
was used in all the preparations. Ultra high purity gases including Ar, CO, O2, H2 and CO2 were used to blend
simulated syngas for gaseous fuel combustion tests.
2.2 Freeze Granulation
A slurry was prepared by ball milling a mixture of solids, additives (dispersant and binder) with deionized water.
The slurry was pumped via a peristaltic pump to the spray nozzle of the freeze granulator. Pressurized air was
also sent to the spray nozzle to combine with the slurry creating a uniform spray mist which was sent into a
magnetically stirred container of liquid N2. The spray was regulated by the air pressure and the feed pumping
rate of the slurry. This resulted in the production of frozen spherical particles. The size of the spheres (OCs) was
adjusted by changing the air pressure, the feed rate, and the composition of the slurry. The metal oxide to
alumina loadings used to produce freeze granulated (FG) OCs were 50:50 of wt/wt % for all the samples. The
porosity of produced OC particles was adjusted by changing the water content in the spray slurries. With more
water inside, after removing the ice by freeze drying, more void volume was left. The water weight percentage
based on slurry weight was adjusted to 30%, 50%, 60% and 80%. Freeze granulation conditions, pump speed
and air pressure, were optimized to maximize the particle yield in the size range desired. The slurries were
prepared by ball milling for at least 24 hr. Air pressure was adjusted in the range of 40~60 kPa. The slurry flow
rate was 23.4~40 ml/min. FG particles were kept in the frozen state until freeze dried. After freeze drying, the
FG OCs were calcined at 1400 oC for 6 hours to achieve high durability. Samples sieved to 48 x 150 mesh
particle size samples were tested for extent and rate of oxidation/reduction, Red-Ox recycle capability, and
agglomeration resistance by thermal analysis-mass spectrometry (TG-MS).
2.3 Mechanical Strength
To test the crushing strength, a custom made test stage was used mounted to a force gauge (Shimpo FGE-10X)
with accuracy of 0.01 N and a movable pin positioned vertically against the force probe of the gauge. The pin
was able to be slowly screwed down to crush a particle placed on the flat surface of the force probe. The peak
force right before the breakage of the particle (the maximum strength) was recorded as the crushing strength,
with units in N. At least 10 readings were collected to get an average crushing strength for each type OC.
2.4 BET Surface Area
BET surface area, total pore volume and average pore size of the samples were measured with a Micromeritics
TriStar surface analyzer. Samples were first degased at 160 ºC overnight in a Micromeritics VacProp 061. The
samples were kept in 0.2 mbar vacuum with N2 protection. After degasing the samples were tested with N2
adsorption at 77 K. Adsorption isotherm curves were analyzed by software.
2.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis Coupled with Mass Spectrometry
The TG-MS was a Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter equipped with a water vapor furnace and coupled to an Aeolos
QMS403 (Figure 2). It is capable of temperature to 1200 oC under both steam and dry gases. The MS measured
the gases leaving the TG to determine the gas constituents in the evolved stream. Conditions for testing were
reducing gases of 10% H2, 15% CO, 20% CO2 with and without steam and a balance of Ar; oxidizing gases of
20% O2 in a balance of Ar; and a reaction temperature of 950 oC. Oxidations/reductions were carried out to near
completion and at least 3-5 Red-Ox cycles were done per OC. Gas flow rates and switching was controlled by a
set of mass flow controllers operated by Lab View software on a dedicated computer. Times for
oxidation/reduction and flows were programmed as needed and the entire operation was run 24/7 without
intervention.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the thermogravimetric analyzer-mass spectrometer (TG-MS) system coupled to a
water vapor generator (WVG)
2.6 Microscopic Imaging
SEM/EDX spectra imaging was performed with a HITACHI S-4800 scanning electron microscopy. The OC
particles were immobilized on the sample stage with conducting double sided carbon tapes. To avoid sample
charging in imaging due to their nature of low electrical conductivity, 5% LIQUION solution (Ion Power, Inc.)
was used to glue the particles on the aluminum stage to improve electrical contact. Before testing, the samples
were coated with a thin layer of carbon in a thermal evaporator to further reduce the charging effect. The
accelerating voltage used for all the tests was 15 kV.
3. Results and Discussion
We have successfully prepared various OCs from iron-, nickel- and copper-based materials through freeze
granulation. For each material, optimized active material loadings on alumina support have been explored. We
found that for chemical looping combustion of solid fuels, iron-based OCs were the best candidate overall due to
its high mechanical strength, moderate reactivity, oxygen carrying capacity, high resistance to water vapor in
terms of performance deterioration, cost, and availability. An advantage of freeze granulation is the ability to
easily tune the porosity of the resulting particles by simply altering the water content in the slurry. The free
volume in the OC particles is directly proportional to the amount of water removed during the freeze drying
process. It is important to know the influence of particle porosity for further optimization of the oxygen carrier
performance. In this part of the work, four samples were prepared with 50 %wt Fe2O3 loading in alumina by free
granulation. In slurry preparation, the water-to-solid ratio was varied from 30%, 50%, 60% to 80%. The resulting
OC samples were examined with crushing test, density test, SEM and TG-MS.
For freeze granulation to work well, the solid loading in the slurry must be below an upper limit. In another word,
water content for preparing the slurry has a low limit at which the slurry still has proper flowability to pass the
spray nozzle. Thirty %wt water content was the low boundary determined experimentally. On the other hand,
there is an upper limit for water content as well since too little solid loading results in particles which will not be
able to sustain their spherical form after the water is removed. To find this upper boundary, several slurries were
prepared with decreasing solid loading, 30%, 50%, 60% and 80%.
The SEM images for 30%, 50% and 80% samples can be found in Figure 3. All the samples exhibited porous
microstructure with interpenetrated void channels, which is crucial to providing sufficient gas-solid contact
surface to achieve faster and more complete Red-Ox reactions. The OC samples prepared from slurries with 30%,
50% and 60% were found to be able to sustain a spherical form after water and organic additives were removed
by freeze drying and calcination. However, the 80% sample showed a significant difference from the other
samples and no spherical or individual particles in 100-300 micron range were found, though it had much higher
porosity compared to other samples.
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OC sample from slurry with 30% water inspected at two magnifications

OC sample from slurry with 50% water inspected at two magnifications

OC sample from slurry with 80% water inspected at two magnifications
Figure 3. SEM images of freeze-granulated 50% iron-based OCs with increasing water content in starting
slurries. The scale bars can be found in the lower right of the images
The packing density was first measured for the four samples followed by the crushing strength test which was
carried out following the procedure stated in a reference (Leion et al., 2009). Briefly, a single particle was
crushed using the force gauge. For each OC sample, at least 10 particles were crushed and the average crushing
force was reported as the sample crushing strength along with its standard deviation. The results were
summarized in Figure 4. The density was significantly reduced as the porosity of the particles increased.
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Figure 4. Particle density and crushing strength of the OC samples prepared from slurries with varying water
content
The packing density presented a clear inverse correlation with increased slurry water content. This was
consistent with the assumption that for the freeze granulation process the more water in the frozen particles
removed during freeze drying, the more void volume was left inside the particles and the higher the porosity.
This result indicated that adjusting the water content of the slurry was an effective and easy way to fine tune the
OC particle porosity. BET surface area measurements on the samples also show that the surface areas of the four
samples range from 0.25 to 0.45 cm3/gram as in Table 1. Surprisingly the BET surface area of the 80% sample
was not significantly higher than the 60% sample. BET method characterizes mesopores and nanopores with
good accuracy. However, the pores inside OCs in our study were larger submicron pores, as observed in the SEM
images.
Table 1. Microstructure analysis: BET surface area, total pore volume and average pore size
BET surface area
(cm2/g)

Total pore volume
(cm /g)

Average pore size
(nm)

FG-30

0.2529

0.000802

6.3428

FG-50

0.4336

0.001445

6.6648

FG-60

0.3479

0.001280

6.6583

FG-80

0.3247

0.001017

5.8425

3

The crushing strength indicated a declining trend as well with increasing slurry water content. Considering the
microstructure inside the particles, more free volume suggests less interconnections and joints in the solid phase,
and therefore, less mechanical strength. Since the mechanical strength is a crucial factor in choosing an OCs for
fluidized bed operations, strong particles are desirable. Based on the results less porous OCs had higher
mechanical strength. However, there is always a concern that less porous surface reduces the accessible reactive
area, and therefore, reduces reactivity and capacity of the materials. In order to provide information for making a
decision regarding the tradeoff between these two factors, the samples were examined by TG-MS.
The four samples were evaluated by TG-MS by standard procedures. Briefly, a known amount of OC sample
was loaded on a crucible in the TG oven. The weight change of the OC loadings was monitored during
alternating Red-Ox gases to simulate the processes in the air and fuel reactors. In the reduction cycles, the gas
contained 10% H2, 15% CO, and 20% CO2 with a balance of Ar was purged through the TG oven. In oxidation
cycles, 20% O2 in Ar was used. In reduction cycles, the OC samples release oxygen atoms from metal oxides and
lost weight. In oxidation cycles, the reverse process happened. Enough time was given to allow the Red-Ox
reactions to go to near completion.
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(a) TGA weight change curve from alternating Red-Ox cycles

(b) DTA weight change rate curve from the same test

(c) Mass spectrum of the exhaust gas
Figure 5. Oxygen carrier evaluation by TG-MS
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A typical TG-MS test on the freeze-granulated OC is illustrated in Figure 5. The oxygen transfer capacity was
derived from the weight change curve. In the reduction cycles, or gas fuel combustion step, the OC was reduced
to its less oxidized form by CO and H2 in the simulated syngas and the lost weight loss is due to released oxygen.
After a 5-minutepurge with Ar, the reduced OC was exposed to oxygen to re-oxidize the metal oxide to its higher
oxidation state. The weight difference in the cycles was a direct measurement of released O from the OC
particles, as shown in Figure 5(a). The reactivity of the OCs weas characterized by the rate of the weight change
obtained from the derivative of weight change curve with respect to time, as shown in Figure 5(b).
The exhaust gas composition was monitored as Red-Ox reactions progressed by the mass spectrometer in Figure
5(c). H2, CO, CO2 and H2O were detected in the reduction cycle, while O2, CO, CO2 and H2O were observed in
the oxidation cycle. In the syngas combustion, CO and H2 reduced iron oxide of the OC particles and produced
CO2 and H2O. In re-oxidation of OC particles, O2 was consumed for both iron oxidation and deposited carbon
burn-off. A small amount of CO2 was observed in the early stage of the cycle. Between cycles, O2 and H2
concentration were closely monitored in the purge steps to avoid explosion.
Weight loss curves of four samples with various porosities were plotted in Figure 6 for oxygen transfer capacity
comparison. All the curves show reductions took longer than oxidation for iron oxide. The reductions were all
completed in less than 10 minutes. The weight changes of the four samples were close to 3.5% based on fully
oxidized OCs. After correcting the percentage to pure iron oxide base, the weight changes were about 7~9%. The
theoretic weight loss from Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 transition is 3.34%, 10.02% to FeO and 30.06% to Fe. The TGA
revealed that the OC samples were reduced to mixtures of Fe3O4 and FeO. The results suggested that the porosity
range of the samples is suitable for OCs being used in the fluidized bed fuel reactor (FBR). Residence time of
OC particles in FBR has been suggested to be less than 30 minutes.

Figure 6. Weight changes of the OC samples in alternating Red-Ox cycles. In the reduction cycles, simulated gas
containing 10% H2, 15% CO, 20% CO2 with balance Ar was purging through the TG oven. In oxidation cycles,
20% O2 in Ar was used
Crystallinity of reduced and re-oxidized FG OCs were examined by XRD. The result showed that FeAl2O4 was
the major phase of the reduced FG OC particles as in Table 2, which can be considered stoichiometrically as the
combination of equal parts of FeO with Al2O3. The high experimental temperature of 950 ºC was close to the
sintering temperature resulting in the formation of a more stable phase, FeAl2O4. TGA results agreed with XRD
crystal analysis, but also suggested that Fe2O3 was only partially reduced because the weight loss of 7~8% was
less than the theoretical loss of 10.02% for fully conversion to FeO. XRD results from the re-oxidized OCs
showed primarily FeAlO3, which is combination of equal amounts of Fe2O3 with Al2O3. Again the material
formed a more thermodynamically favored single crystal phase at high temperature.
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Table 2. XRD analysis of the reduced and oxidized FG
FG FeO (50% water)

Re-Oxidized

Reduced

FeAlO3

FeAl2O4

(Fe2O3:Al2O3=1:1)

(FeO:Al2O3=1:1)

The reactivity of the samples was compared by differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves in Figure 7. The
results clearly showed that the 80% samplewith the highest porosity had the fastest weight change rate in both
reduction (peak at 0.6%/min) and oxidation (peak at 0.65%/min). However, the other three samples showed
much smaller difference in rates. Their reduction rates varied in the range of 0.41-0.50%/min and oxidation rate
from 0.42-0.51%/min which were about 30% lower compared to the 80% sample.

Figure 7. Derivatives of weight changes of the OC samples in alternating Red-Ox cycles
Although the 80% sample had the best reactivity, the low mechanical strength prevents it from being a suitable
candidate for fluidized bed operations. Furthermore, all the OC samples were able to complete reduction and
oxidation reactions in less than 10 minutes, which is similar to reported values obtained from pilot scale CLC
units.
An ideal oxygen carrier should possess a collection of properties to enable use in extreme conditions such as
high combustion temperature, high speed and frequent particle conveying between two fluidized bed reactors
and other system parts such as cyclones, pipes and corners. It must also have high reactivity for thermo or
electrical productivity and high oxygen transfer capacity for smaller reactor size. Choosing an oxygen carrier
requires balancing these aspects and sometimes trade-offs are necessary. In this study the results show that by
changing the slurry conditions for freeze granulation, the porosity of the produced particles can be adjusted in a
wide range. The number of submicron pores was significantly increased as evidenced in SEM images and
apparent density measurements. The BET results show that nanopores and mesopores sizes, and total pore
volume of the four samples were very close. This explains why the samples all had relatively low BET surface
area values. In high temperature combustion processes where the operation temperature is close to material
sintering temperature, nanopores and mesopores are not sustainable. It is also unnecessary since different from
catalysis processes, the Red-Ox reactions involved in chemical looping combustion take place mainly in the bulk
phase of the solids instead of on the catalyst’s surface in order to fully utilize available oxygen and metal atoms.
However, certain amount of porosity of particles is critical to achieve high reactivity, in another word, improved
rate of reactions. Diffusivity of O2 in air is 10 orders of magnitude higher than that of oxygen ion in metal oxides
(Tian et al., 2008). It is important to ensure that OC particles have interconnecting gas channels inside. It has
been observed that for low melting point materials as CuO and NiO operated above 950 ºC, sintering occurred
and porosity decreased. This change in microstructure causes significant deterioration in both Red-Ox reactivity
and oxygen transfer capacity because of gas channel closure and increased bulk phase diffusion for oxygen ions.
In these cases a strong support phase is usually needed to sustain the particle’s microstructure. The materials
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common used as supports are Al2O3, SiO2, ZrO2 and TiO2. However, if not well dispersed the active materials
still have tendency to coarsen which causes grain size growth, loss of surface area and porosity. From this study
it also suggests that without fine tuning nano/meso-scale pores the FG OCs already have reasonable reactivity
and capacity. Pores in nano/meso scale are highly likely to be smooth out by sintering under high temperature
after just several Red-Ox cycles.
Mechanical strength is another important factor to consider in OC development. OC regeneration usually takes
place in a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) where the particle velocity is higher. Particles attrition can be a big
issue when CLC technology goes to commercial scale reactors. Mechanical strength of particles is correlated
directly to attrition resistance. The tests result showed that the strength of the most porous OC (80% water
sample) was two orders of magnitude lower than the least porous OC (30% water sample). Considering that the
less porous OCs only lost 20~30% of its reactivity and the capacity remained similar while gaining orders of
magnitude higher mechanical strength, the less porous OCs are favored for the operation. In this study, a water
content of 50~60% in the spray slurry was considered the optimum range for the synthetic OC freeze
granulation.
4. Conclusions
The study focused on the effect of porosity on oxygen carrier performance in chemical looping combustion. A
series of Fe-based oxygen carriers with different porosity were prepared by simply adjusting the water content of
the spray slurry used for freeze granulation. The properties of OCs were measured including apparent density,
crushing strength, BET surface area, Red-Ox reactivity, and oxygen transfer capacity.
The results showed that OC particles with higher porosity have 30% higher reactivity, but 2 orders of magnitude
lower mechanical strength. The less porous materials show acceptable reactivity and much better strength and
compact volume, which offer potential advantages such as long life time, ease of separation from ash based on
density difference, and smaller equipment sizes.
1. Porosity of OC particles can be easily controlled in freeze granulation by adjusting the water content in the
spray slurry. This process can be used to adjust the number of submicron or larger pores. However, size and
total volume of nanopores and mesopores were not affected by the freeze granulation procedure.
2. Adequate porosity was helpful in improving the reactivity of the solid gas Red-Ox reactions. The most
porous OC showed 30% higher reactivity in both reduction and oxygen reactions than the least porous OC.
However, after a certain level, increased porosity does not yield higher Red-Ox reactivity as observed from
the samples prepared with 80% water content. The oxygen transfer capacity was not influenced by the
porosity significantly since even for the least porous sample the interpenetrating gas channels are sufficient
for delivery of gaseous reactants and diffusion of products inside OC particles.
3. Porosity of the OC particles had an influence on OC’s apparent density and mechanical strength. Crushing
force from the least porous OC was two orders of magnitude higher than the most porous OC.
4. To determine optimized porosity of the OC produced from freeze granulation, a variety of properties need to
be taken account. OCs prepared from slurry with 50~60% water content was considered to be the suitable
range. The OCs produced had high reactivity, oxygen transfer capacity, and strong mechanical structure
needed in CFB and FBR operations.
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